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Is miraculous ladybug dubbed
starsoftheuniverse asked: I NEED HELP PLEASE! I legit just cried watching gang of secrets and I'm in agony cause I have no irl friends who watch mlb lol anyway... see I was wondering do you know what order the episodes aired in or like somewhere I could find that?? Is that the best way to watch this season? Idkkk I should just wait until the season
is over then watch them all but that would be too much pain ahhhh help please? ALSO JUST WANTED TO SAY YOUR AMAZING AND THANK YOU Of course I have the order, who would I be if I didn’t? :p I was meaning to make a pinned post with the order anyways, so you actually opened up the perfect opportunity! So thanks for that AND the lovely
compliment :)Anyways, on with the order! As always, episodes with a checkmark next to them have already aired, episodes that have a checkmark AND are in blue have aired in english, and episodes titled UNKNOWN next to them means that we don’t have an airdate or a name for that episode yet. Also, if an ep has an airdate it’s likely there will be
an arrow next to it and a link in red to view a post where you can see said episode’s airdate. I’ll consistently update this post with info, and if you want to see what episodes we DO have an airdate for, check out this post, and if you want to watch the episodes check out this post that has all the possible forms (to my knowledge) of watching new
episodes!MIRACULOUS LADYBUG SEASON 4 CHRONOLOGICAL ORDERS4E01- Truth ✔S4E02- Lies ✔S4E03- Gang of Secrets✔S4E04- Mr. Pigeon 72 ✔S4E05- PsycomedianS4E06- Furious Fu ✔S4E07- Sole Crusher ✔S4E08- Queen Banana ✔S4E09- Gabriel AgresteS4E10- Mega Leech ✔S4E11- Guiltrip ✔S4E12- Crocoduel ✔S4E13- Optigami
✔S4E14- Sentibubbler ✔S4E15- UNKNOWNS4E16- UNKNOWNS4E17- Rocketear ✔S4E18- Wishmaker ✔S4E19- UNKNOWNS4E20- UNKNOWNS4E21- Dearest Family
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